CANDY MESSAGES
Everyone wants to feel appreciated, so remember to thank your donors for their generous gifts. Thank you
messages and gifts don’t have to be big and extravagant. An easy and creative way to say thank you is by using
candy with a message attached. Use these messages to kick off your campaign, as reminders during your
campaign or as a thank you after your campaign has ended. Here are some ideas to get you started!
They also make a great fundraiser, as a Candy Gram from one employee to another that can be delivered with
one of the following messages. It let’s people know that someone is thinking of them!

100 Grand
Act II Popcorn
Almond Joy
Animal Crackers
Apple Jolly Rancher
Atomic Fireball
Baby Ruth
Bar None
Cracker Jacks
Crunch Bar
Dove Promise
Extra Gum
Fig Newton
Fruit Cereal Bar
Goldfish Crackers
Grand Slam
Life Savers
Mounds
Now & Laters
Payday
Pixy Stix
Riesen
Starburst
Tootsie Rolls

You're worth even MORE to us!
Because you're a hard "ACT II" follow!
Thank you for helping us feel the JOY of changing people’s lives!
This community would be a ZOO without you!
You're the APPLE of our eye!
Thank you for being HOT stuff!
With your help, our campaign will be a GRAND SLAM!
You're the best - BAR NONE!
You're a PRIZE to our campaign!
Our community would be in a CRUNCH without your support!
Your PROMISE (pledge) will help others!
Thanks for the EXTRA effort!
Because your efforts FIG-ure into our success!
Because we appreciate you BERRY much!
Because your extra efforts make you a great CATCH!
With your help, our campaign will be a GRAND SLAM!
You are a LIFE SAVER!
Thanks for the MOUND of work you’ve put in to the campaign!
We want to thank you NOW & LATER for giving!
It’s PAYDAY…Think United Way!
Our campaign STIX out from all the rest because of what you do!
Thanks for being the RIESEN we’re so successful!
We’re BURSTing with thanks!
Thanks for the ROLL you play in the Campaign!

